Typical Appearance
Lung cancer can be peripheral, arising beyond the segmental bronchi or central, arising in a large bronchus close to the hilum. Except Pancoast's tumours or superior sulcus tumours that may resemble an apical pleural thickening, the majority of peripheral lung cancers are approximately spherical or oval in shape ( Figure 1 ).
Lobulation is an aspect that indicates uneven growth rates in different parts of the neoplasm and it is common. The "corona radiata" sign is a common finding that may be referred to neoplastic infiltration, oedema of the surrounding tissues and obliteration of the small vessels and bronchioles. Adenocarcinoma often shows hilar and mediastinal adenopathy, though the nodal enlargement is not as massive as it is with SCLC (small cell lung cancer) ( Figure 2 ).
Squamous cell carcinoma is the most likely cell type to show cavitation. At the end, calcifications, air bronchograms, pleural tags, bubble-like lucencies or pseudocavitation may be seen not rarely within peripheral lung cancers [2] .
The fundamental imaging signs of a central tumour are collapse/ consolidation of the lung beyond the tumour and the presence of hilar enlargement, all signs that may be seen alone or associated. Collapse/ consolidation of the lung is due to obstruction of a major bronchus that often brings to a combination of atelectasis and retention of secretions with a consequent pulmonary opacity.
Cystic like presentation
Lung cancer arising from the wall of a pre-existing pulmonary cystic airspace has been reported, but this presentation has been described as uncommon. It is still unclear whether these cystic spaces were congenital cysts or appeared later in life and whether the cyst antedated the development of the lung cancer [3] .
The definition of cystic airspaces was standardized by the Fleischner Society in 1996 and updated in 2009, including size criteria, pathologic findings and the presence of emphysema [4] .
Cysts appear as round parenchymal lucency with a well-defined interface with normal lung. Cysts have variable wall thickness but are
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Introduction
Lung cancer is the most important cancer killer in Europe, accounting for approximately 20% of total cancer deaths. In Europe, the overall 5-year survival is respectively 11.2% for men and 13.9% for women [1] . The differential diagnosis between lung cancer and some other conditions is sometimes a challenge as lung cancer may demonstrate heterogeneous aspects. Differential diagnosis can be particularly challenging when lung cancer exhibit cystic airspace presentation, pneumonia like presentation, pleural neoplasms like Invasive mucinous adenocarcinoma's imaging consists of the following three patterns: a solitary nodule or mass, a localized area of parenchymal consolidation, or multicentric or diffuse disease [6] . On CT scan the presence of stretching, sweeping and widening of branching air-filled bronchi within an area of consolidation, pseudocavitation and crazy paving, favour the diagnosis of cancer instead of pneumonia [7] . When the tumor exhibit a localized area of parenchymal consolidation often the correct diagnoses is posticipated ( Figure 4 ).
Pleural neoplasms-like presentation
usually thin-walled (< 2 mm) and occur without associated pulmonary emphysema, while cavities are gas-filled spaces, seen as lucency or lowattenuation areas, within pulmonary consolidation, a mass, or a nodule.
As reported by Farooqi et al. radiologists interpreting chest CT scans of patients at risk of lung cancer should pay careful attention to the walls of cystic airspaces because progressive wall thickening over time may represent a neoplastic evolution [3] (Figure 3 ).
Pneumonia-like presentation
Invasive mucinous adenocarcinoma (ex mucinous BAC or bronchioloalveolar carcinoma), based on new IASLC/ATS/ERS classification [5] is a subtype of adenocarcinoma of the lung that Lung Figure 5 ).
Lymphoma-like presentation
Lung cancer is the most common primary neoplasm involving mediastinal lymph nodes [9] . In some patients with lung cancer, a mediastinal mass or diffuse mediastinal lymphadenopathies may be the only presenting abnormality, occurring in the absence of a visible lung mass. Isolated mediastinal mass are usually associated with small cell carcinoma (SCC) or poorly differentiated carcinoma [10] .
SCC usually grow rapidly and metastasize to mediastinal lymph nodes relatively early in the course of the disease. Differentiating central lung tumours from a real mediastinal tumor can be sometimes problematic ( Figure 6 ). The most useful CT finding in distinguishing between central lung tumours and mediastinal masses is the "masslung interface". Marginal spiculation, nodular or irregular edge between the mass and the surrounding lung usually indicate that the mass has arisen from the lung, on the contrary a smooth interface suggests a mediastinal origin [10] .
A notable exception was Hodgkin's lymphoma which may occasionally cross the pleura, invade the lung and result in a poorly marginated mass, mimicking a lung cancer. In cases in which lung cancer presents with only diffuse mediastinal lymphadenopathies is impossible the differential diagnosis with sarcoidosis and lymphoma. 
Sarcoidosis-like presentation
Rarely lung cancer appears with micronodular dissemination without ancillary signs suggesting the diagnosis, (a predominant and typical lung lesion for example). In patients with multinodular lung carcinoma, nodules usually range from 1 to 3 cm and nodular margins are both sharply and poorly defined. The nodules are often distributed in a centrilobular region and spare the pleural surfaces and the fissures with a random distribution [11] .
Metastatic nodules from extra-thoracic origin, tend to be smooth, well-defined lesions, with basilar predominance due to preferential blood flow to the lung bases. Individual nodules may have "feeding vessels" according to their hematogenous origin [12] .
Tumor growth can at the same time occur also in the lymphatic system of the lungs (lymphangitic carcinomatosis), resulting from hematogenous spread to lung, with subsequent interstitial and lymphatic invasion, but can also occur because of direct lymphatic spread of tumor from mediastinal and hilar lymph nodes. The pulmonary lymphatics involved in patients who have lymphangitic carcinomatosis are located in the peribronchovascular and centrilobular interstitium and in the peripheral interstitial compartment (within the interlobular septa and in the subpleural regions), similar to sarcoidosis, coal-worker's pneumoconiosis or silicosis [13] .
The most typical findings of pulmonary sarcoidosis involvement are micronodules with a perilymphatic distribution, small nodules along pleura, fibrotic changes, such as reticular opacities, traction bronchiectasis, bronchiolectasis, volume loss, and bilateral hilar lymph node enlargement [14] . In sarcoidosis, although septal nodules are commonly seen, septal thickening is usually less extensive than that seen in patients who have lymphangitic carcinomatosis [13] . Moreover, pulmonary nodules and masses are seen in 15%-25% of patients with sarcoidosis [14] . At CT, they usually appear as irregular opacities measuring 1-4 cm in diameter that represent interstitial granulomas.
These lesions are typically multiple and bilateral and have to be differentiated from multinodular carcinoma [14] .
The clinical context is fundamental, eventually with a biopsy approach, but also is mandatory performing the CT scan using a dedicated thin slice reconstruction algorithm.
Tuberculosis (TB)-like presentation
Patients with lung cancer are sometimes misdiagnosed as pulmonary TB leading to delay the correct diagnosis.
There are many similarities between these diseases, they both are common with high prevalence, they involve the lung parenchyma and above all, they are characterized by similar symptoms. Due to high TB prevalence and clinico-radiological similarities, a large number of lung cancer patients initially get wrongly treated for tuberculosis based on radiological image alone [15] . Mass with or without collapse is the commonest radiological finding in lung cancer [16] . Furthermore it was postulated that a proportion of lung cancers arise at the edge of pre-existing scars, and that parenchymal scarring can stimulate atypical epithelial cell proliferation and metaplasia involving the terminal air-space [16] . In the genesis of scar carcinoma play an important role infections such as TB that cause chronic inflammation and implies that there is a preexisting scar in which a carcinoma developed [17] . In some cases, CT scan does not clearly distinguish lung cancer from a pulmonary TB. The cavitation, typical of TB, is not a reliable criteria and the same for the speculate margins, frequently seen in both diseases (Figure 7) . Moreover, numerous inflammatory and infectious processes, such as tuberculosis or fungal infections, may uptake fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) in PET studies and mimic a malignancy. Patients with post-TB infections presenting pulmonary lesions, require more attention; the comparison with previous radiographies is mandatory and, in case of doubt, a CT scan with dedicated thin slice reconstruction allow to select the patients in which the diagnosis of lung cancer is based on the findings of biopsy [17, 18] .
Conclusion
In conclusion, radiologists must be aware of these different forms of presentation drawing for their rapid recognition and differential diagnosis. Lung cancer produces radiological findings that can sometimes mimic a wide variety of pulmonary conditions. In these cases, when the clinico-radiological examination and the multidisciplinary study is not sufficient, the correct diagnosis can be made certainly only by biopsy.
